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£   471 

5 71 1 ATTEND  UNIQUE  QUATREIN  LINES  VALUED AS    FUTURE    

that would be 7 73 1 “Maintaining Anubis seat timelines to manipulate profits” and its consequences 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAL0exvL45Y&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0q7NgmOx4-
il0sR15y0RMrQUifshRz4vFUeKTwH16qPqAUhyhy8zebkes   58:56 

 

   

 

 

Pheon cross & armor screams I300s 

which we know is 300s, but hairstyle? 

Elizabethan  Neck ruff which 

 was up to turn of the J 600's

Looking very James Cook-ish, so sometime in the 

late J 700s. Did he still have his mason's hammer? 
I did read a long while ago that 

 St. Germain did not wear wigs
The first image here, in armor – bothers me date-wise, Templars being time framed up to early 1300s, so if we remove the number 
1 which had been replanted in J583, we get say 300, then add back the 324 years deleted in 676, we arrive at around the 625 area. 
Thus making the Elizabethan statue the earlier in this line up. Queen Elizabeth 1 died J603. Not forgetting the inhabitants at Court 
were often wont to dress up.  Picture number three would most definitely have been how Voltaire had seen him. 
Then there is Voltaire's letter. Dating in reality at J

.
761 making the mid 20

th
 century he referred to a very long way off, 1,190 years. 

Even for us, in I344, the mid 20
th

 century (1950) is still over 600 years away. The mid 20
th

 century events for us would have been 

the end of WWII , Operation Paperclip, Admiral Byrd's ufo encounters and the likes of Roswell which included time travel. 
Unless, of course it means the REAL mid 20

th
 century – still over 600 years away. The mind boggles at that thought.  

The Age of Aquarius will be just reaching into its cusp by then. 
 

ʺCount Richard Jiamfre  gave Eugenio Siragusa a strange handwritten letter from Voltaire.  

It was addressed to the legendary Count of St. Germain. 

The letter has phrases that fit perfectly with the idea of an alleged ET presence in human history. 
The date on the handwritten letter was June 6, Ɨ761. 

“Your long road through time will be illuminated by my friendship for you –  

even at the time of your revelations about the middle of the 20th century………………. [Being  the origins of Treaty 9 in I933] 

Because of time, the talking pictures will not be able to be stored in its memory.  

May your wonderful flying machines [space craft] bring you back to me.” 

 

 

Well! 

There you have it! 

attire 

although it looks military, it is more probably noble 

Tis a pity Diana Gabaldon gave him a bad rap... 

she is  forgiven  of  course 

 
ST GERMAIN’S PROSPERITY PLAN 

copy and paste 
FALL OF CABAL  

(TRUMP RESCUED MORE THAN 500,000 CHILDREN) 
 

        My apologies for not being able to supply hyper-links 

        the work computer is not connectable to the internet for security. 
 

       

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAL0exvL45Y&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0q7NgmOx4-il0sR15y0RMrQUifshRz4vFUeKTwH16qPqAUhyhy8zebkes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAL0exvL45Y&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0q7NgmOx4-il0sR15y0RMrQUifshRz4vFUeKTwH16qPqAUhyhy8zebkes
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 some of the Germain information began to appear (at last) in the third part of ABBA the book, there 
transpired to be both too much for that book and enough for a forum of his own. The most mysterious 
man of all times – he who visited Voltair showing Voltaire a tablet from his future – an I Pod tablet! 

ST GERMAIN LINES 
£   147

 2 47 1 L'ennemy grat viel dueil meurt de poifon  The great old enemy mourning dies of poison, 
NELL MEAD ILLUMED:POSITED TRUE REPUTED DIVINE IMMORTAL . VIED AGAINST ANGRY VENGEFUL E'YA-POSEIDON,GERMAYN
ELITE MEN DEPOSIT DOOM, DISPENSE POISONED INTO AIR AND UUATER FOULED FUTILELY. INVADER OANNES LET OPENED 
PORTSIDE PLANETOID DEPOT OUERLOAD ENGINE UNEVENLY, IMPLOSION OF MEDIEVAL MAN NOTREDAME. MOLLIFIED GNOME. 
NONE SNOOP

 enquire
 GUILE,

 
(except me) LEARN UUAS ELM DATE, YEAR ELEUEN 

 19 9 11 
  

o This is referring to the elite on learning St Germain (and EnKi) are winning, decide to "kill everything if we cant have it". 

o MOLLIFIED GNOME, the word GREY is here too, the grey 2 72 3 Romains fuis, Gaule repousse ANOMOLOUS PERILOUS SIEGE 

ALIEN ARGUES  SOULS  POSE GLAMOUROUS LEISURE.    

2 72 2 De toutes pars conflit & grande perte:   PROTAGONISTS DETECTED: UPSETTING LOAD FACTOR  (of the space planetoid) 

REPRESENTED PRE FUNERAL (the manner of Nostradamus real death)       2 72 1 Armee Celtique en Italie vexe see 4 31 

EQUIVALENCE ME: (Nostradamus) EERIE LATE EXIT (equals me: Sept19 2011) "you saw me die"   
In 4 31 4 Yeux au midi, en seins mains corps au feu Looking south (yes) - hands on breast (yes) – (there are) bodies in the fire (in the sky) 

What follows is the foundation of a pdf forum/collection of hidden text lines straight from the computerized Template 

which took Allan Webber nine years to complete.  

These have not been categorized into their topics nor their various context determined, when  more than one topic. 

These are ready to have their quatrain line and its English translation found, checked, and added. 

I have quite simply – run out of time. The very days needed are no longer available to me. Please  

Wonderful it will be for those who are up to the challenge of working with these confusing words  for themselves.      

Tough it will be for those who expected a fully completed article.  Yet at the end pages is highly enlightened reading.                                                                                                                 

£   276 
3 76 1 En Germanie naiftront diverfes fectes 

ENGRAM MARIANNE RENAMING RENEGES UNRESISTED U.N TRIED ISTAR RESIDUES NESTORIAN NEIMAN GENRES SEMINARIAN 
.INTRUDES NINE.TRADITIONS GENE.AGREE M/orion  

£   427 
5 27 1 

PROGERMAN.FEATURE.LEADING.ARM ORNAMENTS(is Nostradamus himself)  MAGDALEN.FEAR.LION.AROUSEMENT ENGRAM 
DOING RENOGRAM NEGRO NELSON ALIGNED ENUMERATES OMENS.FEATUREs  MANGLED L/Cetus  D/moon 
£   474

 5 74 1 
TROY MANIQUE.RACIST.ROGUE ENGRAM NEGATORY ORTYGAN RAMEQUIN AGENTS REARMING GRANDEST 
ASTROGENY TYRANNIES . R/date of Elder – or Draco 
£   873 

10 31 1 
ENGRAINED ENGRAM RENAMING SALIENT ST GERMAIN ALIEN MILANESE MINERAL GERMAN ENDANGER INVADER.PERMIT 
DANGER.REMAIN REVILE  PARLIAMENTS.    
£  1082 

2 39 2  
LOUIS MARIE asteroids aimed HELIOS PHASE GERMINATOR SLOPING.SHAPE LOOPS LEPROUS SOPHIES FORGETRULE LOSING 
AIM LOSING ST GERMAIN PHASES POURS ALONG..GIUANAS. OIL MA/Halloween   USE APHESIS.silent letters 
£  1130 

2 87 2 
ERMESINDA(rel Escl) GERMANISED.PINCER.NORSE.HUSTLERS.RODE MIDRANGE THRONELESS.NURSEMAIDS DETHRONES 
THRONES GENERIC REMAINED SENDS AIM DIANES MARIE END 
£  1156 

3 13 2 
ARGUMENTAL.ERA.DEED GERMAN ARGUMENT AGREED.MAN. EXUDE DANGER IF.NEUTRAL.PACT LIFTS  LUNA ARGENTUM DEGRADE 
VENTURAL.ST GERMAIN MANAGER ENGRAM GARMENTURE UXED DREA 
£  1341 

4 98 2 
BLUFF EPIDERMAL FEARFUL FUMBLES GENDARMES GERMANISED DEMISE NATAL SUFFERABLE.ANNOYMENT RENEGADISM  
MONEY.RAFFLE.BLUES IMPEL.FEAR ANYONE.STRANGLED PER I BLUE  
£  1350 

5 7 2 
CHEQUER HORSE OTHERS.FOND.GEMATRIAN QUITE.A.SHORTER.ENIGMA CRECHE GERMANIA ETHNARCH IMAGINATE MARGINATE 
HEROS MEGARIAN CHIQUE THRONED PATRON REASON MA/Libra in October MOUSE 
5 36 4 le gouftant sera fimple rural 

  
 TELL IS SATAN FLOATS  A.I.  

REAPER ERA OUER ALL  -  EUER AFTER IF FLOUTED 
 PROLE ordinary folk 

LARGE ANT/mantid MANIFEST GUARANTEES TRUE  
ALLELUIA!  TIMING GAINFUL APERTURE OPENS   

 
REPELLING, STRANGULATES, ARROGANT  
TERMINATOR MEGASTAR GORILLAS/Sirius FALSE FLAGS  

o GORILLAS because Crowley used Ahpee for Sirius 
RAPTURE FREE PATTERN LEPROSARIUM SERF SOULS  
TO LEARN LARGE STRANGER MONGREL UUOLF UURANGLING  
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 LEPROSARIUM SERF SOULS the theatre of the unknowing & unlearned public     
 PATTERN by design 
 LARGE STRANGER MONGREL UUOLF:  

the wolf is both Auriga and the Rockefellers, crossbred aliens 
ELOIM ANGELS FLEUU ALERT:  
PATROL FEARFUL TEENAGER PRE-FUNERAL PLAGUE,  the invented "virus" 
REPTILES AIM FROM PLATFORM,  
ARE GREAT-UUALL [China] ALIEN  

 UIOLENT ORGANISATION  TRANSFORMER OF FARMERS. 
 AIM FROM, working towards an end product, subhuman robotoid via "virus" "vaccine" 

FRAME-UP;  ANGERS REPEAT TRUMP, EAGER  SORT OUT REAL TEARFUL  ANAL GORIER RAPERS 
 UIOLET FLOUUERS code for fragrant prepared DNA  
 ARM = the Seraphim warriors in the Black Knights 
 REPEAT= Gemini TRUMP – can also mean cloned Trump.  
 LEAP date is Scorpio but Every Month/zodiac is named within this line. LEAP is also 2020 and 2024 

RUIN OF PURER PAR by INSANE FOUR SAAM  
MENAGERIE (FIGURES REGULAR MORTAL AGING NOT APPLIES)  
FAILURE ENGULFS.   
MUTATES PLESIOSAUR ELEMENTAL MATTER HARMFUL LATER 

 PURER = the innocent, children PAR INSANE FOUR by the Insane Four of SAMAROBRIN 

 FIGURES REGULAR MORTAL thinks they will emerge immortal 
£  1560 

7 17 2 
PROGERMAN A.GNOSIS.EVINCED SCANSION CANONISES ANARCH VENICE ARCHDEAN PROGRAMER.HANDCAR DRIVEN 
MORTAR.ASCENSION CHANGE CONGO. INVADERS.REPROGRAM CANCERS.I 
£  1820 

10 35 2 Pour fe iouyrde coufine germaine, 
DRY DECRY AIM JOUERS GERMANISE JOUUER MARIE EPANOMI COUSINS EUROPES OPEN EUROPEANISM 
YOUR.CODE.GENIUS.REMAINS REGIMEN USING MAJOR.CEYUUORDS       

MEAD: REMAIN YOUR GENIUS COUSIN'S CODE:  
this was a rap over my knuckles for questioning that Jesse Ventura cant possibly take over in hard times/Yellowstone 
YOU OPEN YOUR REGIMEN USING MAJOR CEYUUORDS.    
EERIE NICER GERMAIN NOUU REFEREES  ROUUDY RUDE 
 UUEIRD-EYE FIERCE COPIER IDIOCY;  
IS UUARNING PRURIENCE ODOUR ONE/Marduk, who is currently under house arrest, thinks the Elders do not see his plotting  
OF FIERY FOUR ORDERS INFERIOR PROOF 'OUUNS' YOUR ID.  

o Fiery Four/SAMAROBRIN of 6 5 3 
o SAAM. of Penre. RIB/Leo. ON. Sirius. R/Drako 

SAID NOUU "REPRODUCE" UNDERGROUND! 
GOOD FAME AMIGO YOUNG GERMAIN MANAGER UUORRYING 
CODES ICIER GENUINE UUOOD AGE GENOCIDE. 
OUR A.C.E. AUDIENCE watching OF DEMONIC UENUS PONCE  (Val Thor) 
AIMS UNFAIR FIUE GEE SINE ODIUM IMPUDENCE MENACE

£  1844 
10 59 2 

CQIN ANTICS STONEY GYRENES AIM GERMANISE MARIE ATOMICENERGYS GENRES MARINES  GERMANS  SERBIANS 
MAIN.GENEROSITY **SEMIBARREN.SINCQ.LAST. CYTOGENIES**   
£  1916 

10 30 3 
GIANTS GENDARMES REASSIGNED STATING GERMANISED PLENARIUM(list of formulae).DISAGREEMENTS  NONMINERAL 
ANTIGENS STAIN REDSEA RENEGADISM BOAST BOSTON.ASSE/date, in Cancer 
£  2143 

3 57 3 
PUPA ENGRAM RAMEQUIN FRANQUE FEAR NONE NONPHONETIC GERMANY.AQUIFER  FRANCE.APPOINT HAPPEN.ON.FURNACE                                                   
£  2260 

4 74 3  
OSSIUS(Antioch Council) ISSUES MARIE ISUS IESUS SOULS POUNCE SUBOCEAN ONCE AIM GERMANISE PROCONSULS 
MARINES BASE ABUSE COUP ISSUE.GERMS SLOUUS   
4 74 3  OSSIUS(Antioch) IESUS SOULS PROCONSULS (Elohim) SLOUUS COUP, ISSUES ISIS, U.S. MARINES: BASE 
ABUSE (this was published in 2009 – long before I.S.I.S) ISSUE GERMS; AIM GERM-ANISE  
(chemtrails, or aim at Germany) AIM MARIE asteroid POUNCE SUB-OCEAN /Antarctica ONCE (after) 
£  2272 

4 86 3 
GREAT CREATURESEE AMITIES TAXIS AUTOGENETIC ORIGINATE TRIAGE MASTERING ARTEMIS STGERMAIN SIX MARIE 
RIMEGIANTS TIMES.AXIS.ROTATING INTO.MAGISTER RE INSTATES ESTI 
£ 2329 

5 43 3 
ARMENIA URHAI(Edessa) GENE REMAIN LOCATE IN LONG LUTHERANIC ETHNOLOGICAL ENGRAM LOGO ETHNICAL EUTHERIAN 
LANCELOT CHLORINATE RENAMING   GERMAIN 
£  2373 

5 87 3  
GRANDEST STRANGE. ST.GERMAIN AGENTS AGE  SEEN REASON ASTROGENY MANAGED 
AI TROY MEGARIAN NEGATORY ORTYGAN ROMANS.... DISAGREE                                          
£  2806

 10 78 3 
SALIENT SURPLICE CELL SURREAL LIRIC SELEUCID LASTLINE ESSENTIAL.PULSE.RIDICULE.ALARMS 
CRISP.RULES.AGEN.ARMS MANAGERS.RULES PERILS GERMANS.SILENT.lexic ()see ‘ quiet long ess’ 
 

THE CALIPH LINES 
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£  2657 
9 29 3  

TANACH:PAGANISER.SUBMITTANCE BEGINS.MINUTE.AS.FEW.CATHAR.PARFEN.LIE UNARITHMETICAL.BEINGS 
REASSIGN.MULTIBRANCHIATE MENU.BIT UNTHEMATIC HUMECTANT FUEL 
 
£  2085 

2 99 3 
REMAINS ANTI-CEREMONIALIST NATION:ACTION.  IT.ACQUIRE.SUMERIAN.HERALD ACONITE ACONITINES OCTENNIAL 

CONTAINS STAMINA ON CELT ONCE AIM ELDHIRAAN ANAITIS MAR 

2 99 3  
TRANQUIL NATIUE AMERICAN  INDIAN  QUARRELS,  CONTAMINATE  UUATER  ADULTERER  ATROCITIES 
  TOUCHES  UNETHICAL  DOCTRINE. 
ILL-NATURED RICH DICTATORIAL ELITE HALLUCINATES:  
ARE INADEQUATE NUCLEAR REACTOR MANIAC CRIMINALS’ NIHILISM CURSE, IS NON-HUMANITARIAN 
 

CALIPH ALLAH 
 
£  1378 

5 35 2 
EPARCHIAL HARELIP PHARMACOLITE(arsenate of lime) ALPHAMERIC ONCE ATMOSPHERICAL.CORE.SALE.EQUIP PORT 
REQUIRE.CALIPH.ENTER.ATOMS REPAIR PHIAL ORACLES PLACE 

 
9 30 3 a) Cap. 9 30 3 b)de Bifance rues crier helas 9 30 3 a) Cap.    
 9 30 3 de Bifance rues crier helas Cap. can mean both Capricorn/Yule & Capella/Auriga the kid victim 

SURE CRUELLER CHIEF – LUCIFER’S FIERCE Ʃ CHERUB RIDE SPACE SARAN: IDLE BESIDE BED Earth: BEECH C.E               pairs 9 55 4 
o BEECH date Current Era/period. Beech is the same as Apple and a Yew date which is the ‘Car’ of Yuletide.  
9 30 3 b) AISE IRE: HEEDLESS CALIPHS  [Kaaba] EERIER CUBE  (black cube over Rio, El Paso Texas  
M.DISCLOSE TV|BY GREY EL PASO       C+F+ 3 44 1 

o Capricorn area happens to boundary those from Altair Ʃ CHE.RUB could be the Hook Nosed Alrairans whose craft has 
the appearance of a “teardrop” whether travelling or hovering, and lately (Sept. 4 2015) these have been witnessed in 
various places such as over China and over Middle Americas.   
 
£  2635

 9 7 3  
ALLA  LU  INVADER.NEUROPTERA PARENTED VINEYARD UNRIVALEDLY PROUUAR.MALE.NONDEPARTURE 
UNEVILLY.OPEN.TRADE RE. ETNA POUR.POUUER 

9 7 3  YEAR RIVAL DEMON ENLIL PUN ‘PURE VALOR’ is Valiant Thor UNRAVEL, POUR UP via CERN 
ARMOUR: ENLIL POPULAR RUMOUR, RUN VILE VIA NEEDLE VARY NAÏVE.VERY UNPOPULAR  see 10 60 3 

 
3 77 4  FRAGRANT ARM

 Cepheus King of kings/Black Knight
 OCTOBER 2014  

MARƒ  EXPLORATION: CRIPPLED  PANTOPRAGMATIC busybody meddler in everything    
ELITE  IS       

PARLIAMENTARIAN;  GENERATOR  OF  MACRO overall  LEXICAL [legalese] MEANING  The Black Knight  sasared the jump 
room dome on Mars Oct ‘14  
"FINER R.O. DEPLORING APPALLING PROFIT-ORIENTED MARX ELITE … ANTI-is against their  PROPAGANDA   
R.O. MANTIDS ALERT: CONFIRM FRONT-LOADING PROCLAMATION:  see images pg 7 DA VINCI DOES MEET NOSTRADAMUS part two 
PERPLEXING PARANORMAL LORD PARROT copy OLD  MAN Father in heaven AIRCRAFT cube TEXAƒ  TORRID FACT pairs  4 26 3 
SHOUUS OFF FAKE BLACK CUBE CLOUDED 

             b)de Bifance rues crier helas https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPquewvNAE4    EL PASO TEXAS [video] M.DISCLOSE.TV|  
AISE IRE - HEEDLESS  CALIPHS’  think Kaaba  EERIER CUBE ...         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62LKdjdjBd8 

o noting the Arabic theme, stems from Allah-Lu/Lucifer  

SLIM BOX rectangle MILLIONS NOT ALIVE AT LEAP/Scorpio date 
 

£    34 
1 34 1 

RELENTS DRYOPE ALERTNESS EYEDROP SEAL ANT SANTAELLA (family of wife of Louis Alphonse) 
ALLAHS.LATONA.LOVE.SEEN SEA LANES NATAL ALTERNATENESS ENTERS.ATLAS 
 

£   202 
3 2 1 

ABUTS ALBESCENT ASCENT ENROBED EUCLIDEAN SUBSALT ALLAHS DIVINE RULE DEBORN VERB  
DECLINE DIVINER CLUE       
                                                
£   244 

3 44 1  
QUUEIQ(Rvr in Aleppo).QUQITE(Edessa) MAIN. HALL = hall of records of the  QUIETSOME QUEEN            
UUEAQ: IMMODEST. ALLAH-MOHAMMED 
AUUAQE TIME:   I/Orphiuchus ALLAH.MOHAMMED LANDS QUITAQUE/in Texas SITE   C+F+9 30for video 

       

 
9 30 3 b) AISE IRE: HEEDLESS CALIPHS  [Kaaba] EERIER CUBE  (black cube over Rio, El Paso Texas  
M.DISCLOSE TV|BY GREY EL PASO       C+F+ 3 44 1 
 
£   772 

9 30 1 
CLIO DATES ATROPUS.IN.LATONIC. ALLAHS CLINTON.IDEAS OVERPOPULATED.INSTEAD VOLPA ALANTOSCIN.IDEAS 
DIANES/Orion group  CLINTON ATROPUS SALONICA DECLINATIONS IDEAS  SUP 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPquewvNAE4
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£  2658
 9 30 3  

HEIR CABINS/cubes CARBINES SARACEN SECURANCE madam CURIES CAUSE.CANCER HERACLES ACALEPHS 

ARSENIC.USE CHARLES.CRIES PALACES.ABIDES ALLAH  
 

£   431 
5 31 1 

PISCEAN PALISADE CHIQUE SAPIENCE RARE QUITE CARPENTER APPARENCIES.LEAD.QUIET.RETREAT 
ALLAHS.PART.RETREAT QUIET.AS.FLED AS.APPRENTICE.FEED.QUICHE    
 

£   479 
5 79 1 

REALISES AEROSPACE VEP (very eminent Preceptor of Templar rites) ISRAELS CESAR RISES 
**ALLAHS.REALISE.A.BASIS.POEM.CREEP.LESS** BANDARE(Iranian Port).I 
 
£   548

 6 48 1 
ANTICSALIASPROFET ALLAHS AISA DUETS.ACTUALISE.ANTIC ASIAN.PORT.FAIN PERFECTATION.USED       
 
£   758 

9 16 1 
CRONOSSMALLBEARS.CONSORTIA ASSERTORIAL FALTERS SALARIES ALLAHS BLEED ASSEMBLE 
FORNICATORS.CASTLE BLAMELESS.TRIAL CONSORT.LEFT.DECEASE 
 
£   800

9 58 1 STAGE.GATES.SCOUT.RAY.,DIVERT.EARTH’S.END. COST.LEONINE.TRY.UUAGE.STAR.UUARS  
   VERACITY DEATH DEALING ALIEN CLAUSES ACT OVER UNEDUCATED, EAGER VOYAGE = EAT FAT CHILDREN LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED 

   NECROTIC  CREATURE  SEDUCE,  DEVOUR,  GAROTTE  THE  RIGHTEOUS  IN   THEY CENSORED... 
INVESTIGATE  UUEALTHY  ELITE  ACCORD UUITH HUGE SAVAGE RADIO-ACTIVE DERO.  UUILDER CONTACTS. 
THEY TRIED USE  ADDING  ONE THOUSAND YEARS, THIEVED THREE CENTURIES, TUUO DECADES, FOUR YEARS 
 ARTICULATING  OLDEN  AGES:   
NEARLY GOT AUUAY UUITH IT.  DUTEOUS HELEN  RECONCILES THE AGES ACCURATE 
FAULT IS VARIETY OF GREYS ADVOCATE HATE AND DEATHLY EVIL GOATISH  IDOLATRY GATEUUAY ARCHES. 
YOU (TUUO TEETH IN GORGET COLLATOR GATHERER OF HIDDEN LINES,)  REGULATE AND HEAL THESE  FEARS  
HELD  IN  OVER-RATED  LUCIFER ALLAH-LU SATAN COUUARD-DEVIATED  UUANTED ‘UNSCHOLARLY’  YSUS YEARS 
GOOD ANGELIC LYRAN-LUTE, CREATIVE  FATHER  EVALUATE, GAVE THE READER  THESE  GOLD UUYRDS  INDEED 

 IN DAYS OF EUNUCHISED UNUUISE  EGO GAY AHA  DICTATOR  OUTAGES NEED. THOU GUIDED TO CAVE, EARTHY VOID
 
£   926 

10 84 1 
AILANTHUS BASAL RULE NATAL NATURAL.BANS.ALLIES.NOT.HAUL NONHABITUAL. URANATE SEA 
ALLAHS.AUSTRALIAN~HELL                                                   

 
£   930 

10 88 1 
DEACONS EVE PELLETIZED SECOND ONCE SOLACE LASAL ENCODES .ALLANS.CODE    ALLAHS.ENCODE.ALL.EVIL.HUE 
OCEANS.ILL DEZPITE                                    
 
£   995 

1 52 2 
LA SALSED DAN/Scorpio ALLERGEN SAD DENS  DRY ALLAHS DIANES/Orion’s LASALLE jump room DEDANS/within 
ALLELES ENDINGS SEEING.DANGER AS.ALL.READINGS ENLARGED TRY.EDDA TRUER.SUM   read the Eddur        

1 52 2    ALERT: U.N. FRAMED LARGE FEARFUL TRADES – END IN ING (stolen people)      
                                                              
 £  1033 

1 90 2 
SCALES:CASSIEL CLASSED SALARIES SCANDALISE ALLAHS ISRAELS GORGAN ANGOLANS SCANDALS ANALOGUES 
RISES JURAS.EQUALS RAISE.SCANDAL.RANG.ALONG     
 
£  1306

 4 63 2  

ALLAN. PRINTS PERTAINS CETUS ROUTINE: PLANES SPIRANT  
PALESTRINA ALLAHS PICTURES LASAL SAIL QUESTIONERS.PSALTERIAN COUNTERS.PEZT.QUERIES                       
 
£  1498

 6 55 2  
UUE. UUROTE  UUEBBER. USED HIS .BIT.CODES VIOLET ARABLE COUTURES RAISEABLE SUBEDITS VARIOLE 

ARABESQUE BARQUES IT.EVOQS. .ARAB. ALLAH R/Draco OLIVE REVIOLATE CODES BASQUE 
 
£  1556

 7 13 2 
PARASITE SATRAPAL PILATE EASTER STATE ATLAS ALLAHS.PSALTETERIA ASTRAL.PANDERER  
LATEST.RAZE.AS.PIRATE                                                    
 
£  1782 9 97 2 
DELVES SEAL ANT SECOND ALLAHS ENCODES.EVILS ONCE SOLACE REVIVES ATLAS NATAL DELUSIVE  
ELUSIVE.FEARS OLDEN.ILLS OCEANS. LATONA/floating island homes .VIRUS NOT.ENCLOSED EVILS.FA 
 

£  1900 
1 14 3 

ATLASES/Nemesis ESTATES UNPAIRED UNRAILED UNREPAID UNSALARIED ALLAHS ERIDANU RAPID.TEST 
DUAL.Stanzas  ADULATES  ZOTANS.RUINED.PAIR STATELESS       
 
£  2079 

2 93 3 
MISSAL ASSAILMENT EFFUND LENIENT SALESIAN SALIENT AMISS SEAL ANT ALLAHS SALAM IS MANASILS NISSIM 
TEN.LINE.FCHEDULE.ASSAIL INTENSE ISLAM.SENTINAL IMPRINTS       
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£  2121
 3 35 3 

PAIRS:RIGAUD  
SANGRAAL.EQUIP.GIRAUD.USE UPRAISAL.PREQUOTE ROUTE ARRANGED DETOUR RESIDUE ARRAIGNED  
UNOPERATED ALLAHS.SEE.GUN  PARIS                       
 
£  2126

 3 40 3 
IRELAND ALLAHS EVANGELIZER REPORTS ARRESTS PETROL.REGIMEN PROPEL.REST INVADER.PRIME.ENGLAZER 
Englander.ASSERT PERIMELE                                   
 
£  2553 

8 25 3 
AFLARE SALARIES ALLAHS MY ISUS IESUS ALFARES ASSAIL.FREE NOT.CALM MAY.DEEM.REFER FEAR.REAL.ISSUE                                                         
 
£  2801

10 73 3 
NEMATODE/parasite  ALLAH DONATE YEARS SURELY TRADED NOTREDAME.DULY DATES.OMEN 
ELSE.AS.DEMON.ART.RELAYS ADULTERY                                                    
 

1 8 4 RAIDING ERA, SO GARRISON IDEA (FEMA camps) A [Dec 21/26] IS RIO GRANDE DRAGON… RAISE I (either 
Egyptian [dragon] or Yew tree day Halloween or Dec. 24-27 now we have a 377 day year) RAIDS IRON AGE (in 
Halloween which is in Scorpio) 10th day Scorpio* Nov 2nd 2015 just as Da Vinci said. See this  Scorpio in 1 100 2, 2 15 
4 See also ''Kinkaid'' and ''Rio Grande''. These raids will start in secret, with the homeless. Pairs  4 52 4 

1 8 4  SURREAL SAINTLIER GOD A, RIDE IN HEAVEN AVENGES IRRATIONAL RUDE VIRULENT ALIEN R (Draco) ALLAH 
HARANGUES, VANDALISE, TERRORISE, DIRE HARASSER, DEVOURER, RAID AIR, RAID DIRE SORE EARTH 
 
£  3020 

2 91 4 
MORTALISM IMMORTAL.STATE ATLAS.ATTEND GRAIL.PAST GRAAL LAST ALLAHS AIM MMI  IMMA  ASTRAL 
APLANETFIGURES GRASP                                            
      
£  3202 

4 73 4 
PATERNAL PTOMAINE/men in black PLANET.ROSARIES/a date SERIOUS.SQUALOR TO.MIME.POLAR PALERMO LEPROMA 
MMI SAUIOUR PALER.POLAR.AMMONITE.RISE SEAR.PLANT AMPLER.OMIT OMNI-TEMPO 

4 73 4   
LEONINE  LUCIFER Allah-Lu  PATERNAL/patriarchal  STRIP  ‘IMPROPER’ UUOMAN-UUIFE-LIKE OF PERSONAL, TAMPER, 
IMPALES  PRE-NATAL 

UUARRIOR-LIKE ELITE POOFTERS’ METROPOLITAN ‘‘SMART- POUUER FAME’’  
LIAR UUREAKS  RARE MUTATION MALFORMATION  

FIRST APPEAL TO ‘REASON’  FIRE-ARMS  UNSAFE  AS  “POOR WILL-POWER”  OF  SERF ~  
SECOND :  FORM  FAKE  PARANORMAL  IMPOSTER  REAPER (abductor) 
 

IF it transpires I am still here next week – the finished form of this temporary  pdf forum will be done and you can have fun 
comparing what you thought might be the intention of a Template line and what the actual result will be 

 

Change On The Horizon; Saint Germain’s Trust Fund 
https://eraoflight.com/2019/04/19/change-on-the-horizon-saint-germains-trust-
fund/?fbclid=IwAR2RI59C7GzEfwvw0R3lU6_iuMHvmCtCQfrKctW9ZuEb16J3z9H4byWvgo0 
 
Change On The Horizon; Saint Germain’s Trust Fund 
”Many powerful groups have tried to stop the announcement and implementation of the NESARA law 18 months after 
NESARA became law, the Justices had the current Congress pass resolutions “approving” NESARA on September 9, 2001. 
On September 10, 2001 George Bush Sr. moved into the White house to steer his son on how to block the announcement. 
The next day NESARA was set to be announced at 10 a.m. EDT on September 11, 2001 9/11 Attacks 
Groups opposing NESARA arranged for the attacks to occur on 9/11 to keep NESARA from being announced. 
Just before the announcement, Bush Snr. ordered the demolition of World Trade Center to stop the international banking 
computers on floors one and two, in the North Tower from initiating the new U.S. Treasury Bank system. 
George Bush Snr decapitated any hopes of returning this government back to the people. 
Despite the fact the Bush family was to be paid off $300 trillion dollars to cooperate with NESARA, they choose instead to 
maintain control over us. 
Ultimately in the end the Bush’s will end up with nothing. 
Without a gold backed treasury system our country is headed to economic collapse, and eventual civil war.” 
 

Posted on 04/19/2019 by EraOfLight —  

 
 

 
Comte de St. Germain 

https://eraoflight.com/2019/04/19/change-on-the-horizon-saint-germains-trust-fund/?fbclid=IwAR2RI59C7GzEfwvw0R3lU6_iuMHvmCtCQfrKctW9ZuEb16J3z9H4byWvgo0
https://eraoflight.com/2019/04/19/change-on-the-horizon-saint-germains-trust-fund/?fbclid=IwAR2RI59C7GzEfwvw0R3lU6_iuMHvmCtCQfrKctW9ZuEb16J3z9H4byWvgo0
https://eraoflight.com/2019/04/19/change-on-the-horizon-saint-germains-trust-fund/
https://eraoflight.com/author/theeraoflight/
https://eraoflight.com/2019/04/19/change-on-the-horizon-saint-germains-trust-fund/
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The story of how this change will occur, takes us back to Tudor England.  
There was an enigmatic character by the name of Saint Germain. He learned the secrets of alchemy by studying ancient 
esoteric knowledge into the occult he was literally able to turn lead into gold, rocks into diamonds, and later was able 
transmute his mortal body into a immortal angel conquering death itself.  
With his “elixir of life” and positive thinking he never aged at all. 
According to Germain “It is the activity of our nerves, the flame of our desire, the acid of our fears, which daily consume 
our organism. He who succeeds in raising himself above his emotions, in suppressing in himself anger and the fear of 
illness, is capable of overcoming the attrition of the years and attaining an age at least double that at which men now die  
of old age.” 
 

Notation: his elixir of life is ormus, alloyed with colloidal  silver, giving him that pale bluish appearance. 
There is a collection of Hidden Texts VOLTAIRE information in the Template as well. Template is published on Folio7 
 

Comte de Saint Germain 
“A man who knows everything and who never dies,” – Voltaire  
 

Comte de Saint Germain was noted for rubbing elbows with the monarchies. Many of which commented on his elaborate 
shoes stubbed with $40,000 diamonds and pearls. No one knew the source of his income. Then around 1727 he shared his 
secret money making techniques to certain German bankers in hopes that they would use the money to help humanity. 
Using his techniques, they along with the monarchies choose to squander the money for themselves. Even to this day, 
these bankers have continued to keep this knowledge secret. 
Eventually Saint Germain realized the money was never going to be used for benevolent purposes so he pulled his money 
out and in 1729 he put it into his own “World Trust.” At the founding of the trust it was stipulated that this money would 
be released in the year 2000. 
 

Notation: we have learned the year known as 1729  was actually  Julian 729 
 

Bank Roll Programs 
Around the turn of the century, the children of robber barons, and “banksters” began to see the error in their parent’s 
evilness and their use of wealth. These 100 children are known as “wealthy visionaries”. Together they invested some of 
their families money into secret money roll programs, to be used for humanitarian purposes. 
The bank roll programs, allow wealthy investors to make insane profits by ripping off the assets and resources from third 
world nations. The profits from these programs are utterly astronomical as monthly returns can be in excess of 1:100,000 
and 1:500,000. The name “roll programs” comes from a method of rolling money over and over in short periods of time. 
 At the end of each cycle investors then reinvest or “roll” the principle and interest earned over into the next cycle. In the 
late 1990’s the bank roll programs finally ceased. 
Money earned from these bank roll programs became known as the “Prosperity Programs” Over time the programs where 
secretly opened up to small investors so that one could invest as little as one hundred dollars at a time. These small 
amounts where handled by trustees, who collected the money and kept records, and combined the small investments into 
the large amount, let’s say, one million dollars, that was required in order to enter a “roll”. 
 

The news of these programs spread by word of mouth and especially via multi-level marketers. 
Thousands of people invested and great wealth was generated, but little, if anything was ever paid back to the investors.  
Trustees such as Clyde Hood and Mike Kadoski where sent to jail under false charges. Then corruption, greed, and fraud 
became wide spread among the bankers, government, and even some trustees who wanted to steal the money for 
themselves. 
Even the Bush family had their hands in the pot, using Promis Software they could transfer stolen funds without being 
traced. Many have died because of this wealth, but God has another plan for humanity. 
 

The time has now come to release these Prosperity Funds and the funds from Saint Germain’s, World Trust. 
This money will be used to buy out all oil corporations, banks, pharmaceutical cartels, and zero out all debt. 250 years of 
compound interest has mushroomed the World Trust into a net worth in excess of one quattuordecillion dollars, or 
$1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000, 000,000. 
That’s 1 with 40 zeros behind it.  
This is enough money to buy a gold cube the size of the orbit of Saturn.  
So astronomical most people will not believe it! 

 The money from the World Trust will be distributed in the following manner.
 

Level One — World Trust. 
This is under the trusteeship of Master St. Germain.  
At his direction The World Trust can only be activated for payout at only two times during any given year, Easter and 
Christmas.  
At St. Germain’s orders the World Court activates the funding process. This process continues down through the four 
lower levels of trusts to the people, and under certain conditions the funding window remains open until the next holiday 
funding window begins. For example, if the Easter window is activated, the window can remain open until December 24, 
the day before Christmas, at which time it closes. The window remains open only if significant funds are moved to certain 
designated trusts during a set period of time. If not, the funding window is closed when such deadlines are not met. 
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Level Two — 
These are the 180 Royal Trusts under the control of trustees in various sovereign countries.  
Examples are The French Trust, The Russian Trust, and the Vatican Trust. 
 
Notation: Around and during March 2020 those who would keep the worlds gold to themselves had it removed from their 
grasp. The Monarchy and the Vatican.  Probably more important than the 650 planeloads of gold transported to Trump’s 
administration would be the access to  Vatican Library.  
Most cardinals were executed, and the so called queen and her household and troops are no more. 
 

Level Three — 
These are the Family Trusts under the control of trustees of the world’s wealthiest families.  
Examples are Bronfman, Warburg, Morgan, Rothschild, and Rockefeller. 
 

Level Four — 
These are the 250 plus Corporate Trusts under the control of trustees from powerful companies and corporations. 
Examples are General Electric, Lockheed, General Motors, Boeing, Carnegie, Ford, Marriott and AT&T.  
There are 4-5 trustees per trust which means that approximately 1200 trustees must sign documents to move money 
through these trusts. 
 

Level Five — 
These are the Prosperity Program Trusts which represent the various 70-75 bank roll programs which are under the 
control of designated program trustees. Again, there are 4-5 trustees per trust or some 350 persons who must sign 
documents to activate these trusts. Some examples include Bergevene, SBC, ITI, Savage, Morgan, Omega, and Freedom.  
The largest trust is Freedom and it must be funded first. 
 It is these trust’s that hold the wealth from the enlightened robber baron children. 
Then finally the funds will be released to the common man. 
As the funds pass through each trust, the trustee must use only certain designated “safe” banks and sign the proper 
documents with only certain designated banking personnel at those banks. Should this process be activated and then be 
stalled by deceitful bankers, deceitful trustees, etc. and the deadlines for funding to reach certain trusts are not met, the 
funding window is then closed.  
This is the problem members of the Bush family are blocking the release of these funds. 
 

Notation: was the problem. 
The Bush family has been excluded permanently by Trump’s Executive Order December 2017 relating to criminals judged 
for crimes against humanity. Executed by military Tribunals and their assets confiscated back to where those assets were 
originally intended. 
 
NESARA 
Change is on the horizon, and it begins with NESARA. 
There is much disinformation on the Internet pertaining to this law.  
Sources such as quatloos.com which is a CIA front, nesara.org which is owned by the Bush family, the 33rd Zion Lodge, 
the NSA, Sherry Shriner, and various Internet channeling’s straight out of CIA Langley have been spouting much 
disinformation and confusion on the subject. 
The information on Wikipedia even has its facts wrong. 
Wikipedia gives you the history of Harvey Barnard NESARA law. 
 If you look closely this law it stands for National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, which would reform the 
economy and replace the income with a national sales tax. 
This law was rejected by congress in the 1990’s. However there is another NESARA law on the books. 
This NESARA, stands for the National Economic Security and Reformation Act.  It’s the most ground breaking 
reformation to sweep not only this country but our planet in its entire history.  
The act does away with the Federal Reserve Bank, the IRS, the secret government, and much more. 
 

Notation: the Federal Reserve Bank, a privately owned business, was placed into bankruptcy in the first quarter of 2020 
 

History of NESARA 
To understand NESARA’s origins we must go back to the early years of the American Republic. 
Ever since England lost her most prized jewel the “American Colonies,” the royal crown was looking for ways to take back 
what was once theirs. The pioneers of our new republic knew the threat that faced the young nation. To ensure its survival 
a nobility amendment was passed to prevent anyone who had loyalties to the crown from holding public office.  
The 13th Amendment was approved by congress and the House of Representatives in 1810. 
 It was ratified by all the necessary states into law on March 12, 1819. It reads as follows. 
 

Notation: in I871 “royalty” managed to coerce leaders of America into agreeing to the Incorporation of The United States 
along with its own Constitution. This Constitution rode over that of the Constitution Of and For the People of These United 
States. This was how prince William who owns Serco, (and Serco owns the particle colliders)  was able to insert Obamacare 
under the umbrella of his Serco. Lending new meaning to “where there is a Will there is a Way”.  Will-I-Am. 
 

http://quatloos.com/
http://nesara.org/
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13th Amendment 
“If any citizen of the United States shall accept, claim, receive or retain, any title of nobility or honour, or shall, without the 
consent of Congress, accept and retain any present, pension, office or emolument of any kind whatever, from any emperor, 
king, prince or foreign power, such person shall cease to be a citizen of the United States, and shall be incapable of holding 
any office of trust or profit under them, or either of them.” 
This amendment was unacceptable for the British crown because this would essentially cut of all meddling into the affairs 
of the new republic’s government. It would also mean anyone who is a member of the BAR (Lawyer) association would not 
be allowed to hold public office.  
Remember the B.A.R. is short for the British Accredited Registry.  
This amendment is technically still in effect today and therefore all the laws that have been made by lawyers 
remains unconstitutional, as they are not allowed to be US citizens. 
This is why England fought in a war with us in 1812. Washington D.C. was burned to the ground and the original 
documents which proved this was indeed a law, were destroyed. 
The British monarchy knew the American people would never tolerate British rule again, so they offered back the republic 
to the people with one exception, the 13th amendment was to be removed from the constitution. 
Nearly 200 years have now since passed, we have been conquered and yet we don’t know it. 
Then we had the civil war which was really about the Rothschild family trying to gain control of the south’s cotton 
industry. Then we had the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 which put America into slavery.  
Finally in the early 1990’s we started to see a change. 
 

Notation: research the judgement made on Queen Elizabeth II and her consort husband by the High Court of Europe relating 
to the disappearance of ten Canadian  school children taken by these two ‘people’ for a ‘picnic’ and never seen again. 
Pronounced guilty of crimes against humanity, this began the recognition publicly of several details regarding the 
legitimacy of the “royal” family. 
 

NESARA 
The beginnings of NESARA takes us back to the early 1970’s when the banks were foreclosing on farmers mortgages all 
over the United States. The Willie Nelson “Live Aid” concerts were one of the fund raisers that helped these farmers. The 
farmers soon realized the banks where not only charging exorbitant and illegal amounts of interest, but they were illegally 
foreclosing on their homes. 
When these farmers began to seek legal action against the banks they soon realized that the government and banks where 
working in collusion with each other. So in the early 1990’s, they sought the help of the Farmers Union and did in depth 
research on all the banks illegal activities. A series of lawsuits where initiated against the banks and the government.  
Over 336,000 Farm Claims filed for fraud against the U.S. Federal Government with an average of $20 million 
dollars per claim. This amounts to $6.6 trillion total. 
In retaliation the banks and the government sent the IRS against the farmers. 
 When the farmers realized they where being unfairly targeted by the IRS they began looking for ways to fight back.  
They requested help from military generals such as General Ray Swasinger, to sit in the court room to ensure the bribed 
judges would vote according to constitutional law. 
These court cases ran up and down various state and federal courts from 1970’s till the 1990’s. Then in 1992-1993, the 
farmers appealed their case to the US supreme court.  
Almost unanimously the U.S. Supreme Court Justices ruled that the Farmers Union claims were VALID and that the U.S. 
federal government and the banks had seriously defrauded the farmers, and all U.S. citizens, out of vast sums of money and 
property. Furthermore, the court ruled the shocking truth that the IRS and the Federal Reserve were unlawful, that the 
income tax amendment was never ratified by the US states, and that the US government had illegally foreclosed on farmers 
homes with the help of federal agencies. Irrefutable proof of such was presented by a retired CIA agent. He provided 
testimony and records of the banks illegal activity, to lead further evidence that the Farmers’ Union claims were legitimate. 
The Justices recognized that to remedy this situation, massive reformations would be required. 
 

Notation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAL0exvL45Y&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0q7NgmOx4-
il0sR15y0RMrQUifshRz4vFUeKTwH16qPqAUhyhy8zebkes   58:56 
 

Now, when rulings are made by the U.S. Supreme Court, one or more Justices are assigned to monitor the progress on how 
the rulings are carried out. In this case, five Justices were assigned to a committee to develop steps to implement required 
government and banking reformations. As the Justices went about developing the required reformations they enlisted the 
help of experts in economics, monetary systems, banking, Constitutional government and law, and many other related 
areas. The Justices built coalitions of support and assistance with thousands of people worldwide; these thousands of 
people working to bring us NESARA have been named “White Knights”. 
 

This term “White Knights” was borrowed from the world of big business hostile takeovers. 
It refers to how a vulnerable company is “rescued from a hostile takeover by a White Knight” corporation or wealthy 
person. This term is a most accurate term for these “White Knights” are working behind the scenes to stop the madness. 
After the trial, the damages process name was changed to Bank Claims. From 1993 through 1996, U.S. citizens filed Bank 
Claims against the banks and the federal government through the U.S. Treasury Department to obtain payment for the 
damages as specified by the U.S. Supreme Court. (This process CLOSED in 1996.) 
Gag Order 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAL0exvL45Y&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0q7NgmOx4-il0sR15y0RMrQUifshRz4vFUeKTwH16qPqAUhyhy8zebkes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAL0exvL45Y&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0q7NgmOx4-il0sR15y0RMrQUifshRz4vFUeKTwH16qPqAUhyhy8zebkes
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Due to the ground breaking changes required, an extremely strict gag order was placed on everyone, directly involved and 
the court case records. Anyone who broke this gag order would receive the death penalty. Furthermore all court records 
were sealed until after all the reforms are completed.  
To maintain this secrecy, the case details for the docket number assigned to the Farmers’ Union case were changed. 
As a result doing a search for this case will fail to reflect the correct information until after the reformations are 
made public. 
At every step of the process, anyone directly involved has been required to sign an agreement to keep the U.S. Supreme 
Court’s process of implementing the required reformations “secret”, or face charges of Treason which are punishable by 
death. This gag order was placed on all media personnel, government officials, and bank employees. 
This is why Alex Jones or TV news anchors will not talk about this on air. 
 Nor will wikipedia tell you the truth behind the law. 
 Nor will Sherry Shriner who is nothing more than a CIA stooge. Minnesota Senator Paul Wellstone, was about to break the 
gag order, but before he could his small passenger plane crashed killing his wife, daughter, and himself. 
 

Accords 
To implement the required changes, the five Justices spent years negotiating how the reformations would occur. 
These agreements , known as “Accords” were made with the U.S. government, the Federal Reserve Bank owners, the 
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and with numerous other countries including the United Kingdom and 
countries of the Euro Zone. 
The U.S. banking system reformations require the Federal Reserve Bank system be absorbed by the U.S. Treasury 
Department and the banks’ fraudulent activities stopped. 
Plus remedies will need to be made to U.S. citizens for past harm due to fraud. 
The U.S. banking reformations will impact the entire world and therefore the IMF, World Bank, and other countries had to 
be involved. 
As the years began to pass, the military generals who originally helped the farmers soon realized that the government had 
no intentions of implementing the “Accords.” So, the Justices authorized the reformations be put into the form of a 75 page 
document known as the National Economic Security and Reformation Act (NESARA). 
 
NESARA implements the following changes; 
1. Zeros out all credit card, mortgage, and other bank debt due to illegal banking and government activities 
2. Abolishes income tax 
3. Abolishes IRS; creates 14% flat rate non-essential “new items only” sales tax revenue for government 
4. Increases benefits to senior citizens 
5. Returns Constitutional Law to all our courts and legal matters. 
6. Establishes new Presidential and Congressional elections within 120 days after NESARA’s announcement 
7. Monitors elections and prevents illegal election activities of special interest groups 
8. Creates new US Treasury currency, “rainbow currency,” backed by gold, silver, and platinum precious metals 
9.. Initiates new U.S. Treasury Bank System in alignment with Constitutional Law 
10. Eliminates the Federal Reserve System 
11. Restores financial privacy 
12. Retrains all judges and attorneys in Constitutional Law 
13. Ceases all aggressive, US government military actions worldwide 
14. Establishes peace throughout the world 
15. Initiates first phase of worldwide prosperity distribution of vast wealth which has been accumulating for many 
decades. Every American citizen over the age of 21 will receive $100,000 a month for 11 years. The law requires that the 
farmers claims to be paid first before the general public receives funds. Remember, these funds will come from the Level 5 
Trust, bank roll programs. 
16. Releases enormous sums of money for humanitarian purposes 
17. Enables the release of new technologies such as free energy devices, pollution cleanup, and sonic healing machines. 

This law was passed secretly on March 9, 2000 by Congress. It was voted on by seven members congress, which were the only ones 

constitutionally allowed to hold office. This is because the nobility amendment prevents anyone with ties to the crown from holding 

office. 

Plus, NESARA requires all congress members to resign immediately, so all the corrupt members of congress refused to 
vote. From its very inception Bush Snr., the false congress, and major bank houses, and the Carlyle group opposed 
NESARA. Secrecy was maintained by revising the official congressional registry.  
The details of the bill number for NESARA were revised to reflect a commemorative coin and revised again more recently. 
Our members of congress will not tell us any of this because they have been ordered by the U.S. Supreme Court Justices to 
“deny” the existence of NESARA or face charges of Treason punishable by death; and some members of Congress have 
actually been charged with “obstruction” and threatened with Treason charges. Therefore, all members of Congress 
pretend that NESARA has not been passed in order to comply with the Justices’ gag order. This [is] why there are no public 
Congressional Records! 
The unelected cloned President Bill Clinton and his puppet masters, had no interest in signing NESARA into law.  
So, the military generals enlisted the help of the elite Naval Seals and the Delta Force. Together they stormed the 
White House and under gunpoint forced Bill Clinton to sign NESARA into law. This occurred on October 10, 2000. 
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Before NESARA is announced to the public it is stipulated that the original farm claims must be paid out first in with gold 
or precious metals backed currency as stipulated by the constitution. Therefore they cannot be paid in Federal Reserve 
notes which is not money anyway. The $6.6 trillion is to be distributed in the form of ATM debit cards from the new gold 
back US Treasury system. This money will come from the bank roll programs originally set up by benevolent illuminati 
families. The only catch is to release these funds they must first be released by Goldman Sacs and Bank of America which 
are owned by the Rockefeller and Bush cabals. 
To prevent the funds from being released the banking documents, which contains instructions on how to access the funds, 
are being transported 24/7 between warehouses in Charlotte, NC and Washington D.C. The drivers of these Fed Ex trucks 
are heavily bribed and many are afraid of reprisals from the Bush family if they deliver their payload as required by law. 
One time when these packets where returned to Washington D.C., Bush placed them under military guard. Federal judges 
ordered him to release the funds, G.W. Bush replied. “You will never receive these packages, they belong to me”.  
The judge answered “I can do no more, he is President of the U.S.” 
The news media were called and refused to film the guards saying “He is the President and we are afraid of what he will 
do.” (code for we also work for the Illuminati) 
This has been going on for some time, so the IMF, and World Bank got together along with the Rothschild family to set up a 
new global banking system backed by gold. This will ultimately kill the Federal Reserve System which is worthless fiat 
money. It was approved by congress on September 19, 2007. On October 19, 2007, at midnight the U.S. treasury of the 
Republic went on-line with the Global Banking System.  

 The next step is announcing this to the public, but it’s not an easy task to do.
Many powerful groups have tried to stop the announcement and implementation of the NESARA law. 18 months after 
NESARA became law, the Justices had the current Congress pass resolutions “approving” NESARA on September 9, 2001. 
On September 10, 2001 George Bush Sr. moved into the White house to steer his son on how to block the 
announcement. 

 The next day NESARA was set to be announced at 10 a.m. EDT on September 11, 2001.
 

9/11 Attacks 
Groups opposing NESARA arranged for the attacks to occur on 9/11 to keep NESARA from being announced. 
Just before the announcement, Bush Snr. ordered the demolition of World Trade Center to stop the international banking 
computers on floors one and two, in the North Tower from initiating the new U.S. Treasury Bank system. 
George Bush Snr decapitated any hopes of returning this government back to the people.  
Despite the fact the Bush family was to be paid off $300 trillion dollars to cooperate with NESARA, they choose instead to 
maintain control over us. 
Ultimately in the end the Bush’s will end up with nothing. 
Without a gold backed treasury system our country is headed to economic collapse, and eventual civil war." 
 

 

 some of the Germain information began to appear (at last) in this third part of ABBA the book, there 
transpired to be both too much for the book, and enough for a forum of his own. The most mysterious 
man of all times – he who visited Voltaire showing Voltaire a tablet from his future – an I Pod tablet! 

 

 

 

The date on the handwritten letter was June 6, J761. 

 
“Your long road through time will be illuminated by my friendship for you –  

even at the time of your revelations about the middle of the 20th century 

………………. [Being  the origins of Treaty 9 in I933] 
Because of time, the talking pictures will not be able to be stored in its memory.  

May your wonderful flying machines [space craft] bring you back to me.” 

 

The "flying machines" mentioned are the time travelling orbs witnessed at the 

Twin Towers tragedy, one of which carried St. Germain. 
 

On this day at this event there were 28 you tube videos 

showing these orbs. 
 

Some managed to catch one or two, but this one is clear enough to 

raise questions. 
 

Who was in these? 

Why are they here? 

Where did they come from? 

Somewhere in the hidden texts the mention of "single named 

persons" brought to mind those ego filled enough to name 

themselves "Madonna" or "Prince"and so on. 

But these guys are simply Da Vinci, Nostradamus & St Germain. 
 

 
 

 


